Mastering Digital Photography Made Easy

Learn to use your digital camera to take
professional quality digital photographs,
quickly and easily, with this complete
digital photography guide. If you are new
to digital photography, this guide is a must
have! This guide is written in easy to
understand terminology and is filled with
over
100
beautiful
digital
color
photographs and illustrations. The author,
Terry Day has a Masters Degree in
Professional Photography and is a member
of the Professional Photographers of
Americas International Photographers Hall
of Fame. Here are some of the benefits
cvered in this Digital Photography Guide: *
You will learn to use any digital camera
easily and effectively... No previous
technical skills required. * You will learn
how to take better digital photos of your
children and family. * You will learn how
to make the colors in your photos more
vibrant. * You will learn how to get
brighter deeper colors in your sunsets. *
You will learn how to take great close up
and macro photos. * You will learn
everything you need to know about
composition. * You will learn to see light
like an artist... Your view of every day life
will never look the same. * You will learn
how to make a river or waterfall look soft
and silky. * You will learn everything you
need to know about how to properly
exposure your digital photos. * You will
learn where to shoot and how to shoot your
digital photos under any lighting
conditions. * You will learn everything you
need to know about how to set your shutter
speeds for different effects. * You will
learn everything you need to know about (
f stops) and make a photograph...not just
take a snapshot. * Well explain how to take
HDR (high dynamic range photographs.) *
Imagine taking more photos of your friends
and family, with confidence, knowing they
will turn out great! * Imagine capturing
cherished memories for a life time... any
time you want...with confidence! * Imagine
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recording your special lifetime events...
without the expense of hiring a
professional. * You might even earn a little
extra cash and sell your digital photos on
line. Mastering Digital Photography Made
Easy will have you taking fantastic digital
photographs faster than you can imagine. A
great read for anyone wanting to improve
their photography
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